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Modifying the methods of Lee [J. Math. Anal. Appl. 61 (1977) l-61, we show 
that each p-measurable mapping f on a normal space T into a separable linear 
metric space E is almost continuous, where ,U is a Radon probability measure. It is 
shown that for every E > 0 there exists a compact subset K, c T with ,u(K,) > 1 - E 
and an elementary function g(t) = C:=, h,(t) x, such that p(t E K,; f(t) #g(t)) < E, 
where xi E E and hi(t) are real bounded continuous functions with disjoint 
supports. 
1. 
Let T be a Hausdorff topological space, ,U be a Radon probability measure 
on T, and D be a Hausdorff topological space. A mapping f: T+ D is ,u- 
measurable iff for every open subset U in D, f-‘(U) is p-measurable. A 
mapping f: T + D is a p-measurable step function iff f is p-measurable and 
the range f (T) is a finite subset of D. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that D is a separable metric space with the metric 6. 
Then for every p-measurable mapping f: (T, ,u) -+ (D, a), there exists a 
sequence {w,} of ,u-measurable step functions such that for every E > 0 there 
is a compact subset L, with ,u(L,) > 1 - E and v,,(t) + f (t) in (D, S) uniformly 
on L,. 
Proof: Fix xOEf(T,) and set A,=f-‘({x,}), TO=m,,, and 
D, = D\(x,}. Take a countable dense subset (xi}Ei of df(7’,), 6) and 
consider the l/n-balls B,(xi) = (x E D,; 6(x, xi) < l/n}. It holds that f (T,) c 
UE, B,(x,) for every n. For every n, take k(n) as ,&lf?/ f -‘(IIn(x > 
1 -&t,) - l/2”. Let A,‘, =f-‘(B,(x*)) and Aj,n = f - ’ (B,(xj))\ 
U$r; f -‘@“(xi)), j= 2, 3 ,..., k(n). Define y,(t) as follows: 
v,(t) = xj, if t EAj,,, j= 1, 2 ,..., k(n), 
k(n) 
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Then for every t E A, U (J”I;‘f-‘(B,(x,)), it follows that d(ty,(t),f(t)) < l/n. 
We show {w,} is the desired sequence. 
For every F > 0, take N as 1/2N-’ < E. Then for every n > N, it follows 
that 
,u ( 6 ilj)f’(B,(x;))) > 1 -,u(A,)-&. 
n=N i-1 
Set C, = A, U [f),“=*, U:Y/./-‘(B,(x,))]; then we have ,u(C,) > 1 - E and for 
every t E C,, for every n > N, G(tgn(t),f(t)) < l/n, which implies 
lim sup G(iy,(t),f(t)) = 0. 
n++m rsc, 
Take a compact set L, c C, so that ,u(L,) > 1 - E by the regularity of p. This 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose the same assumptions hold as in Lemma 1. 
Then for every E > 0 there exists a compact subset K, c T with p(K,) > 1 - E 
such that f is continuous on K,. 
Prooj Let {w,,} be the step functions in Lemma 1. Set v,(T) = 
Ix,,, . . . . . %,&l~ } and A,,i= {tET;r,~,,(t)=x~,~}, i=l,2 ,..., Z(n). Let L, be a 
compact subset with ,a(L,) > 1 - E such that w,, -+f in (D, 6) uniformly on 
L,. Take a compact subset Ki,i CA, in L, with ,U((A,,inLJ\Kj,i) < 
i+l ntl E/2 2 , i = 1, 2 ,..., I(n). Since {K;,i}/!Jl are disjoint compact subsets, 
y,,(t) is continuous on lJf(=“i Ki,i (remark that Y/,,(K~,~) = (x,,~}, one point). 
Put K, = nF=, U(‘$ K”,.i; then v,, is also continuous on K, since K, is a 
compact subset of (J I!J’i K;,i. Since v/, -+ f in (II, S) uniformly on KJcLJ, f 
continuous on K,. Moreover, 
~~;~,‘..+~‘i+’ > 1 -&-&F/2”+’ 
we have ~(U~~~ K,E,i) ap(LJ - 
for every II, which implies that ,u(KJ > 
2. 
Let T be a topological space and E be a topological vector space. A 
function f: T + E is called an elementary function iff f can be written as 
f(t) = 2 h,(t) xi, 
i=l 
where (h,(t)) are bounded continuous functions with disjoint supports on T 
and xi E E, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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THEOREM 1. Let ,u be a Radon probability measure on a normal space 
T, E be a separable linear metric space, and fi T-+ E be a p-measurable 
mapping. Then for every E > 0 there exist a compact set K, and a sequence 
(f,} of elementary functions such that ,u(K,) > 1 - E and f,(t) -f(t) in E 
uniformly on K,. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, for every E there are a compact subset L, and a 
sequence of step functions {v,} such that ,@,) > 1 -E and y,(t) +f(t) in E 
uniformly on L,. We can set w,(T) = {x,,i ,..., x,,,(,,)} and A,,( = {t E Z 
y,(t) = x~,~}, i = 1, 2 ,..., l(n). Take a compact subset Ki,i c A,,i n L, with 
,u((~I,,~nL,)wj,~) (~/2~+'2"+', i= 1, 2 ,..., l(n), n= 1, 2 ,.... Since the K,E,i 
are disjoint compact subsets for i = 1,2,..., l(n), we can find disjoint open 
subsets q,i such that Kj,i c Q, i = 1, 2 ,..., l(n). By the normality of T 
(Urysohn’s Theorem), there are continuous functions hi,i(t) with disjoint 
supports and with values in [0, 11 such that hi i(t) = 1 on Ki,, and hJ;,i(t) = 0 
on fiPn,i, i = 1, 2 ,..., l(n). We put f;(t) = gf?! h,“,i(t) x,,~ and show that 
(fi} is the desired sequence. Remark that f:(t) = w,(t) on Uf(=“)1 K,,i 
and ~u(u~~~ Kz,i) >p(L,) - Ci(=: e/2i’12”‘1 > 1 - E - s/2”+‘. Set K,= 
n~==,(u~~~ K:& then it follows that ,u(K,) > 1 - 2~ and f,“(t)= y,(t) on 
K, c L,. So we have f j(t) -f(t) in E uniformly on K,. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a metric space with a Radon probability measure 
,u, D be a convex separable metrizable subset of a locally convex space E, 
and f: T + D be a p-measurable mapping. Then for every E > 0 there exist a 
compact subset K, and a continuous mapping g: T+ D such that p(KJ > 
1 - E andf = g on K,. 
Proof By Corollary 1, there exists K, with ,u(K,) > 1 - E such that f is 
continuous on K,. Take g the continuous extension off to T by Dugundji’s 
extension theorem, see [1, Theorem 6.1, p. 1881. 
Remark. In Theorem 2, if D is a convex Souslin subset of a locally 
convex space, then the same result holds by using the selection theorem, see 
[3. Theorem 13, p. 1271. 
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